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Your holiday replacement – LECHUZA planters keep plants 
nourished even on hot days 

Summer is the time to travel! For most, holidays are just around the corner. The suitcases are 
packed and levels of anticipation high. While holidaymakers relax in the sun and let their cares fall 

away, the sunniest time of the year poses a challenge for 
plants. Many flowers reach their peak flowering season in 
summer and require the greatest care and attention. What 
can you do though, if you don’t have a nice neighbour or a 
good friend who will pop by every day to do the watering? 
Not a problem as, thanks to the LECHUZA planter with its 
integrated watering system, your favourite plants can 
support themselves and keep their leaves fresh even while 
you’re on holiday! 

 

Individual supply according to natural requirement 

At the base of the planter is a water reservoir that holds 
up to 26 litres of water, depending on the planter model 
and size. The water level indicator provides a reliable 
measurement of the quantity of water in the water 
reservoir. Each plant absorbs exactly the amount of water 
and nutrients that it requires. At the same time, the plants 
outside in LECHUZA planters remain protected from too 
much water: thanks to the integrated drain plug, any 
excess water from summer downpours can drain out. 
This prevents waterlogging, which can damage the 
plants’ roots.The core component of the irrigation system 
is the inorganic plant substrate LECHUZA-PON, which 
acts as a store for water, nutrients and fertiliser and which 
provides plants with an ideal ratio of air and water. Thanks 
to the intelligent irrigation system, looking after plants 
takes minimal effort - even while on holiday. 
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Other tips and tricks before going on holiday 

If you go on a longer holiday we recommend taking precautionary 
measures before you go, so that plants in LECHUZA planters are 
also well looked after while you are away. Plants require 
considerably less energy and use less water from the reservoir 
when faded flowers and yellow leaves are removed beforehand. 
Planters that are in a sunny spot should be moved to a semi-
shaded position while you are away - this also reduces the 
amount of water the plants require. To be on the safe side it is 
also advisable to lightly attach or position any climbing plants 
against a protective house wall so that they will not be affected 
by a blustery summer thunderstorm. 

 

 

 

 

The beautiful and functional planters made from high-quality plastic are not only the perfect 
holiday cover; they will also look after your favourite plants the whole year round extremely 
effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About LECHUZA  
geobra Brandstätter Stiftung & Co. KG, headquartered in Zirndorf (near Nuremberg), is the manufacturer of PLAYMOBIL 
and one of Germany’s largest toy producer. In addition, the innovative company has been developing, producing and 
distributing the LECHUZA brand of high-quality plastic planters since 2000 and designer garden furniture since 2015. 
The Brandstätter Group employs over 4.400 members of staff worldwide. 
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